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Global Jefferson

• Mission: Global Jefferson will create sustainable programs of global distinction through collaboration that position Jefferson as a local and international destination and resource for education, research, and clinical activities
• Global Jefferson is supported by the Associate Provost for Global Affairs, part of the Office of the Provost
• Global activity at Jefferson includes:
  o Global Health Initiatives Committee (GHIC)
  o Service Learning
  o Global Research & Exchange between Institutions
    § Pre-clinical, translational, clinical, and applied research

Global Health at Jefferson Timeline

Formal Global Health Presidential Task Force in 2010
Associate Provost for Global Affairs hired in 2016

Global Health Informal Working Group in 2006
University-Wide Global Health Initiatives Committee (GHIC) in May 2011-present
1st Annual Global Jefferson Day on January 30th, 2017 to announce Global Jefferson

Academic Mission
GHIC represents the academic pillar of Global Jefferson including all 6 colleges at the university
GHIC serves to educate and engage students, fellows, faculty, and staff interested in medical and public health issues that transcend national boundaries, promote health equity, and embrace diversity

Goal
To create a focused initiative, within the academic pillar of Jefferson (university and health system), which enables Jefferson stakeholders to incorporate global health concepts into education, service, and scholarship into the delivery of health care and community health initiatives

Outcomes
• Engaged in 30+ scholarly initiatives, posters and presentations
• Delivered 20+ seminars promoting global health at the university
• Organized 10 student-led forums
• Published 7 peer reviewed articles and 4 publications
• Developed a series of modules for the interactive Curricula Experience (iCE) Platform & App

Future Initiatives
GHIC is committed to representing the academic component of global health activity under the Global Jefferson mission, including supporting Global Jefferson’s development of international centers